Automated Hand Washing System With Hand Dryer
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ABSTRACT

There is an urgent need to combat COVID 19 and to find strategies to minimize the devastating effect that causes in the community. This paper focuses on an automated handwashing system with a dryer that could be deployed in public or private areas. The system uses a single Arduino UNO, ultrasonic sensor, hand dryer (fan blower with heating element), relay, motor pump for Water and Soap, Containers for soap and water, and the frame of the system. An important feature designed into the system is the essentially independent operation of the two systems, which hand dryer and hand wash despite being controlled from a common micro-controller. The system encourages the user to observe the proper WHO protocol in handwashing through a sequence of water-soap-water delivery. Appropriate amounts of soap and water are delivered within allotted times, and time gaps between soap and water deliveries. The hot dryer used to dry the wash hands to make sure that all bacteria will be removed. The no-contact system decreases the possible viral transmission of any virus. Proteus is used to test its functionality and responses based on the requirement of the system. A prototype is then built to test and verify the system’s actual operation and responses. Tests show that all the requirements are met. It follows perfectly the required hand wash protocol from the WHO and drying of hands. The paper shows photos of the built and tested prototype, a diagram of the initial system design concept, a screen capture of the control system software model, a schematic diagram of the control system, a sketch with dimensions of the handwashing machine frame or housing, and the flowchart on which the Arduino script is developed. The operation and user-interaction of the actual system are also described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The relevance of hand washing cannot be downplayed, particularly in improving countries where it is common practice to eat with hands. In some emerging societies, there is often a hesitation to wash hands before meals; and in some, hand washing has established a generally common practice. Wanting to eat with your hands has been continuing for decades before anyone suddenly learned of washing their hands. So, along the way, through technologies and hygiene measures, individuals are taught to improve handwashing. Hand washing is the perhaps most effective way to avoid the transmission of diseases. Not washed or badly clean hands are very popular forms to transmit many infections such as fever, colds, diarrhea, sore throat, and other hand-borne diseases.

Hand Hygiene is one of the most effective strategies to mitigate the transmission of pathogens and avoid outbreaks, such as the virus COVID-19. Community members will provide a vital role in the battle against COVID-19 by implementing regular hand hygiene as a component of their daily activity. [1] Promoting the practice of handwashing with soap and water is one of the simplest, low tech and most cost-effective public health measures to prevent transmission of COVID 19 as well as many other communicable diseases[2]. The COVID-19 outbreak has given renewed attention to the failure of community preparation and its effect on urban health in emerging nations [3]. Soap must be used in association with flowing water in handwashing is a primary method to avoid the transfer of COVID-19 [4] [5] [6]. In this health practice, it will fight COVID-19 and will help individuals associated with health risks [7] and those of the children [8]. In fact, this is an important method of infection control [9] or limiting the spread of this pandemic [10].

Better soap-washing percentages on key public health instances have been shown to be very reliable [11]. The availability of handwashing stations is perceived to be a simple personal hygiene activity with a positive externality in terms of public health benefits. Its access also depends on the availability of a secure supply of a sufficient quantity of water and reasonable rates. From the study of Jolan Baccay Sy and his friends, they stated that multi-station automatic hand wash provides complete and hygienic hand washing activities with soap and water through its several stations that apparently and essentially operate independently of each other, satisfy the WHO handwashing duration standard and accommodate the WHO handwashing technique [12].
Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, there are several handwashing technologies have evolved. A handwashing station was designed for infrastructure-restricted areas in Bangladesh was developed. Their projects included the integration of behavioral models for water, sanitation, and hygiene intervention [13]. Automated handwashing that helps individuals not only with regular people but people with dementia using video and a process called observable Markov decision was made by Hoey et al. [14]. Another innovation was developed by Li et al. called WristWatch. This is a wrist-worn detection interface that combines a Hidden Markov Model analysis tool and an inertial calculation unit that allows automatic evaluation of handwashing habits [15]. Emotional intelligence was associated with an assistive handwashing system was also established in a thesis conducted by Lin [16]. Health workers’ handwashing was also observed in hospitals to make sure that diseases will not be transmitted. Hence, Naim et al. developed stain detection in automatic handwashing by applying an audit vision system [17].

Automatic handwashing has many benefits, such as hygiene, lower costs, and minimal waste generation [18]. Through all those reviewed documents, this paper conceptualized a project that will automatically wash hands and be integrated with a hand dryer. The researchers came up with a design that will reduce the risk of transfer of disease, solve the challenges experience related to washing and drying of hands. This will also improve the level of hygiene of individuals and also the awareness of people that there are designs like this. The methods used were explained in the next discussion.

2. METHODOLOGY

The development of this project used different methodologies, design, modeling, simulation, hardware manufacturing, testing, and data collection.

2.1 System requirements

Keeping hands clean is one of the most important to avoid getting sick and spreading germs to others, especially in this pandemic time since Many diseases are spread by not washing hands with soap and clean water properly. The system requirement was based on the World Health Organization (WHO) protocol requires that hand washing should be done for a duration of 20 seconds, and it will be dry.

2.2 Control System Design

Control System Design is illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1: Automated Handwashing System with Hand Dryer’s Block Diagram

There are two ultrasonic sensors. The first sensor is used for hand wash and the other used for a hand dryer. The ultrasonic is used and work by emitting sound waves, and the researcher chooses the ultrasonic sensor since it works at any time of the day, either outdoor or indoor. The heating element and blower fan was assembled as a hand dryer. The two pumps, which are the submersible pump and the centrifugal pump, is used in water and soap containers.

2.3 Software Modeling and Simulation

Proteus software is used to design the Automated Handwashing System with Hand Dryer’s control system is shown in Fig. 2.
Simulation Model Parts List:

1 – Arduino Uno
2 – Ultrasonic sensors (HC SR-04)
2- Simple DC motor model
1 – 12-V DC voltage source
1 – 5-V DC voltage source
3- Relay (12 Volts)
1-Blower Fan
1- Heating Element

Arduino UNO [19]–[26] is a type of microcontroller that is based on the concept of a Microchip ATmega328P microcontroller that controls the input or output of the smart irrigation system. Ultrasonic sensor is an electronic component that can determine the distance to an item by using a sound wave. It calculates distance by sending a sound wave to a particular frequency and by listening to the sound wave rebounding. Simple DC motor was also used in this project. It uses two voltage sources both DC with 5V and 12V output. Other important components utilized were 12V relay, blower fan and heating element.

Flowchart

Figure 3: Automated Handwashing System with Hand Dryer’s Flow Chart

2.4 Automated Handwashing System with Hand Dryer’s Hardware Prototype Development

Figure 4: Automated Handwashing System with Hand Dryer’s Schematic Diagram

Figure 5: Automated Handwashing System with Hand Dryer’s Pictorial Circuit Diagram

Figure 6: Automated Handwashing System front View
2.5 System Tests and Data Collection

Throughout the number of iterations undertaken in the development of this project, from its control system software model through its final hardware prototype, a series of similar tests are conducted.

1. Sensor for Hand wash - Test the sensor time and delay with respect to the host length from the container.
2. Sensor for Dyer - Test the sensor time and delay with respect to the heating element.
3. Submersible Pump – Test the flow and amount of water if it dispenses.
4. Power Supply - Test the load requirements of Arduino and other components.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Hand Washing Instructions

Washing your hands is simple, and it is among the most successful approaches to decrease the transmission of contagious disease. Clean hands will avoid germs from spreading from one person to another and through the community, from home and work to health care facilities and hospitals.

Follow these five steps every time [27].
1. Wet your hands with clean water and apply soap.
2. Lather your hands by rubbing them together with the soap. Lather the backs of your hands, between your fingers, and under your nails.
3. Scrub your hands for at least 20 seconds.
4. Rinse your hands well under clean, running water.
5. Dry your hands using air hand dry.

3.2 Results of the tests conducted
The tests conducted and the results for 1) Control System Software Model Tests, 2) Control System Hardware Model Tests, and 3) Automated Handwashing System with Hand Dryer’s Prototype Tests are all similar.

Table 1: Summary of System Responses Under the Different Test Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result/System Response</th>
<th>Test Parts</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Proteus Simulation</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Prototype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>User Approaches</td>
<td>Within 40 cm in Hand Wash</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Time for Soap</td>
<td>Dispensing</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Time for Water</td>
<td>Dispensing</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>User Approaches</td>
<td>Within 10 cm in the hand dryer</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time for Hand</td>
<td>Drying Dispensing</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Working</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the above tests are performed to check the correctness of the Arduino script, as demonstrated by the way any of the stations go through the prescribed wash cycle once activated. Simultaneously, the tests are also undertaken to check the performance of the various hardware components. The tests turned out acceptable or correct results.

4. CONCLUSION

Almost every country in the world closed their borders, even advised their citizen to stay at home, and most of the businesses are closed, and the worst effect most people lost their jobs and the unemployment rate increase. Due to the impact on the economy, countries now started to open their borders and businesses. They give advice protocols to follow. The use of non-contact automated hand wash with a hand dryer is one of the best strategies to eliminates or decrease the spread of coronavirus. Tests show that all the requirements are met. It follows perfectly the required handwash protocol from the WHO and drying of hands. Future work may include solar-powered automated hand wash with non-contact temperature reader as most of the time, and there are power interruptions.
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